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Investing in the transition to a
low carbon global economy

Focus on positive climate impact
and attractive returns

Focus on finding the leading
climate change solutions
providers and leaders

Investing in companies that
can have the biggest positive
climate impact and deliver
attractive returns

Investing in the climate
change megatrend

Article 9
The fund is classified Article
9 under new EU Sustainable
Finance Disclosures Regulation.
Article 9 funds have a sustainable
investment objective.

Fund overview – key features
Investment universe:

Global

There is growing understanding that
the world needs to address climate
change by mitigating its causes and
adapting to its consequences.

Market cap:

All caps investible

Number of stocks:

30-50 (indicative)

Reference index:

MSCI All Country World Index

For a successful global climate
transition, all areas of the economy
will have to change positively.

Single stock
maximum weighting:

9%

Investible sectors:

All except exclusions

Exclusions:

Companies failing to uphold one or more principles
of UN Global Compact; Businesses for which more
than 10% of gross annual turnover comes from the
production or sale of tobacco products; Companies
which manufacture or sell nuclear weapons, cluster
munitions, conventional weapons or weapons
systems; Companies which derive annual revenues
from mining or selling thermal coal or oil and gas
exploration, production, refining and related marketing.

While climate change poses risks for
asset prices, we believe it also offers
once-in-a-generation investment
opportunities - an estimated $50
trillion of investment will be needed to
reach net zero emissions by 2050.1
Equity investors can contribute
by directing capital to companies
that help address the challenges of
climate change. The companies
most successful in this can also be
excellent investments.
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Source: IEA, ‘Net Zero by 2050 – A roadmap for the global energy sector’, May 2021.
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Heritage – long and successful track record of managing ESG and environmental impact
equity strategies.

02

Resources – sizeable research resources (including 120 equity investment managers and over
50 dedicated ESG investment professionals) and large global presence, helping to uncover the
best opportunities.

03

Investment framework – Unique 5 pillar climate change classification system for finding the biggest
positive impact companies, coupled with multi-dimensional risk management.

04

Engagement – active engagement with companies aimed at improving environmental outcomes,
improved understanding and effective stewardship.

05

Active investing – high conviction active investing approach.

Where do emissions come from?
While global emissions are distributed across a wide range of sectors, they are also heavily concentrated in some sectors.
This is an important consideration for investors seeking to make a positive impact in terms of counteracting climate change.

Energy 73.2%

Energy use in industry
24.2%

Iron and steel 7.2%
Chemical & petrochemical
3.6%
Other 13.4%

Transport 16.2%

Road transport 11.9%
Aviation 1.9%
Shipping 1.7%
Other 0.7%

Energy use in buildings
17.5%

Residential buildings 10.9%
Commercial 6.6%
Energy in agriculture &
fishing 1.7%

Unallocated combustion 7.8%
Fugitive emissions from energy production 5.8%
Industry 5.2%

Cement 3.0%
Chemicals 2.2%

Waste 3.2%

Wastewater 1.3%
Landfills 1.9%

Argiculture, forestry
& land use 18.4%

Cropland 1.5%
Deforestation 2.2%
Crop burning 3.5%
Rice cultivation 1.3%
Agricultral soils 4.1%
Livestock & manure 5.8%

Source: Climate Watch, the World Resource Institute (2020).
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5-pillar climate change investment opportunity framework
Our 5-pillar investment framework focuses on solutions for the parts of the economy that have the highest climate
change impact, as well as climate change leaders across all sectors.

Key themes

ASI Pillars

As shown below, climate change solutions companies are categorised in terms of four key economic functions: ‘How we
source & power’, ‘How we build’, ‘How we transport’ and ‘How we make & use’:

How we source
& power

How we
build

How we
transport

How we make
& use

How companies
operate

Environmental
solutions
in power
generation and
sourcing of key
resources

Sustainable
urbanisation
and
infrastructure

Sustainable
and efficient
transportation

Environmental
solutions in the
life cycle of a
product
or service

Companies
leading the
drive for
environmental
efficiency
among their
peer group

Clean energy

Sustainable
infrastructure

Sustainable
transport
systems

Industrial
efficiency

Leading
operational
strategies
to reduce
emissions, waste
or resource use

Renewables
tech

Green buildings

Power grid
efficiency

Energy
efficiency

Sustainable Ag

Smart building
tech

Emissions tech

17%

16%

Green
House Gas
Cont2

Water
management

43%

Fuel efficiency
EV & AV

Solutions

Specialist
materials
Circular
economy
Environmental
services

24%
Leaders

Source: abrdn , November 2020.
2
Climate Watch, the World Resources Institute (2020).
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Investment process – research-driven performance
We have a tried and tested investment process for identifying the most compelling climate change companies.
As shown below, our investment process, which has ESG evaluation embedded at all stages, has four key chronological
elements, namely: 1) Idea generation guided by our 5-pillar climate change investment opportunity framework;
2) Fundamental, bottom-up Research; 3) Peer review - rigorous interrogation of investment ideas; and 4)
Portfolio construction aimed at effective portfolio level risk control and diversification.

Idea
generation
5 Pillar 
Framework

Broad universe
. Regional coverage

starting point
. Enhanced by quant
tools
. Outstanding
corporate access

. Deep ESG and
impact expertise

Research

Peer review

Fundamental,
bottom-up

Outcome-defined
ideas

Deep analysis
. Common investment

Rigorous team debate
. Informed peer review

language
. Fully embedded ESG
. Clear non-consensus
insights
. Dedicated
sustainability
research

of insights
. Collaboration on
sectors and themes
. Cross asset class

insights
. Identification of best
ideas

Portfolio
construction
Focused portfolio
teams

Focused on client
outcomes
. Pods drive clear

accountability
. Bottom up, best ideas
focus
. Quant and risk
analytics
. Effective
diversification

ESG evaluation embedded throughout the process

Comprehensive independent oversight of investment process and client mandate parameters
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Example portfolio holdings
Some examples of climate change solutions companies and climate change leaders that we presently like based on the
above opportunity and investment frameworks are provided below.
One solution example for each economic function category ( ‘How we source & power’, ‘How we build’, ‘How we
transport’ and ‘How we make & use’) is shown below, as well as one climate change leader example.

How we make & use
Leading vendor of computer-aided design software for architects, construction and
manufacturing industries.
Focused on digitising the construction industry, where it is estimated up to 30% of materials
are wasted on-site due to inefficiencies, which can be reduced through the deployment of
Autodesk software.
How we build
Provides specialised management consulting and technical services primarily in resource
management, infrastructure, and communications.
A deep focus on climate change-related areas, including water resource management,
green buildings and infrastructure.
How we transport
Samsung SDI is a global leader in lithium-ion battery production for powering Electric
Vehicles.
Transport accounts for around 25% of global emissions and electrification is key to
reducing this.
How we source & power
Power management systems and solar inverter business.
Enabling and benefitting from the rapid growth in renewables and off-grid power
generation.
How companies operate
Leading global cosmetics group strongly committed to sustainable sourcing and zero
deforestation.
Targets include pledges to make all plastic packaging 100% reusable, recyclable, or
compostable by 2025, and to cut total emissions by 25% by 2030.
Companies selected for illustrative purposes only to demonstrate the investment management style described herein
and not as an investment recommendation or indication of future performance.
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Important Information
For professional investors (in Switzerland for Qualified Investors) only. Not for use by retail investors.
The value of an investment is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up. An investor may get back less than
they invested.
Please consider the below risk factors:
. The value of investments and the income from them can go down as well as up and investors may get back less than

the amount invested. Past performance is not a guide to future results.
. The fund invests in equity and equity related securities. These are sensitive to variations in the stock markets which can
be volatile and change substantially in short periods of time.
. The fund invests in emerging market equities and / or bonds. Investing in emerging markets involves a greater risk of
loss than investing in more developed markets due to, among other factors, greater political, tax, economic, foreign
exchange, liquidity and regulatory risks.

. Investing in China A shares involves special considerations and risks, including greater price volatility, a less developed
regulatory and legal framework, exchange rate risk/controls, settlement, tax, quota, liquidity and regulatory risks.
. The fund may invest in companies with Variable Interest Entity (VIE) structures in order to gain exposure to industries
with foreign ownership restrictions. There is a risk that investments in these structures may be adversely affected by
changes in the legal and regulatory framework.

. Applying ESG and sustainability criteria in the investment process may result in the exclusion of securities within the
fund’s benchmark or universe of potential investments. The interpretation of ESG and sustainability criteria is subjective
meaning that the fund may invest in companies which similar funds do not (and thus perform differently) and which do
not align with the personal views of any individual investor.
. The use of derivatives carries the risk of reduced liquidity, substantial loss and increased volatility in adverse market
conditions, such as a failure amongst market participants. The use of derivatives may result in the fund being leveraged
(where market exposure and thus the potential for loss by the fund exceeds the amount it has invested) and in these
market conditions the effect of leverage will be to magnify losses.

. To help you understand this fund and for a full explanation of risks and the overall risk profile of this fund and the
shareclasses within it, please refer to the Key Investor Information Documents available in the local language, and
Prospectus available in English, which are available on our website abrdn.com. The Prospectus also contains a glossary
of key terms used in this document. A summary of investor rights can be found in English on our website’s Legal Notice
at abrdn.com
The Fund aims to provide long term growth by investing in companies listed globally that develop or use products and
services designed to maximize resource efficiency, support the transition to a low carbon economy and address wider
environmental challenges.
abrdn is a global business providing a range of services to help clients and customers plan, save and invest. abrdn group
uses different registered legal entities to meet different client and customer needs. Some elements of the abrdn client
experience may contain previous brand names until all brand name changes have completed.
The fund is a sub-fund of Aberdeen Standard SICAV l a Luxembourg-domiciled UCITS fund, incorporated as a Société
Anonyme and organized as a Société d’Investissement á Capital Variable (a “SICAV”).
In Spain, Aberdeen Standard SICAV l has been registered with the Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores under the
number 107.
In the United Kingdom: Deemed authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Details of the
Temporary Permissions Regime, which allows EEA-based firms to operate in the UK for a limited period while seeking
full authorisation, are available on the Financial Conduct Authority’s website. Under Luxembourg law, there is no
compensation scheme available to UK investors in funds managed by such firms, which includes this fund.
Aberdeen Standard SICAV I - Global Climate and Environment Equity Fund
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The fund has been authorised for public sale in certain jurisdictions and private placement exemptions may be available
in others. It is not intended for distribution or use by any person or entity that is a citizen or resident of or located in any
jurisdiction where such distribution, publication or use would be prohibited.
The information contained in this marketing material is intended to be of general interest only and should not be
considered as an offer, investment recommendation or solicitation to deal in the shares of any securities or financial
instruments. Subscriptions for shares in the fund may only be made on the basis of the latest prospectus, relevant Key
Investor Information Document (KIID) and, in the case of UK investors, the Supplementary Information (SID) for the fund
which provides additional information as well as the risks of investing. These may be obtained free of charge from the
Fund Management company Aberdeen Standard Investments Luxembourg S.A. 35a, Avenue J.F. Kennedy, L-1855
Luxembourg or the local paying agents detailed below. All documents are also available on abrdn.com. Prospective
investors should read the prospectus carefully before investing. The Fund Management company may terminate
arrangements for marketing the fund.
In Switzerland these documents along with the fund’s articles of association can be obtained from the fund’s
Representative and Paying Agent, BNP Paribas Securities Services, Paris, succursale de Zurich, Selnaustrasse 16, CH
8002 Zürich, Switzerland (Tel. 058 212 63 77). These documents and the articles of incorporation are available in English/
Italian/German/ French free of charge on abrdn.com. In Italy these documents can be obtained from one of the Paying
Agents listed in the prospectus of the fund. In Germany these documents can be obtained from the Paying Agent
Marcard, Stein & Co. AG, Ballindamm 36, D-20095 Hamburg, in Austria from the Fund’s Representative and Paying Agent
Raiffeisen Zentralbank Österreich Aktiengesellschaft, Am Stadtpark 9, A-1030 Wien. In France, these documents can be
obtained from the Centralising Correspondent Agent: BNP Paribas Securities Services, 3, rue d’Antin, 75002 Paris, France.
In Belgium, these documents can be obtained from the Fund’s Paying Agent , BNP Paribas Securities Services, Succursale
de Bruxelles, 489, Avenue Louise, 1050 Bruxelles. In Belgium, these documents can be obtained from the Fund’s Paying
Agent, BNP Paribas Securities Services, Succursale de Bruxelles, 489, Avenue Louise, 1050 Bruxelles.
The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or a component of any financial instruments or products or indices. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any
kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis, should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each
of its affiliates and each other person involved in or related to compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information
(collectively, the “MSCI” Parties) expressly disclaims all warranties (including without limitation, any warranties of
originality, accuracy, completeness, timeliness, non-infringement, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose)
with respect to this information. Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any liability
for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including, without limitation, lost profits) or any other
damages (msci.com).
United Kingdom (UK): Issued by Aberdeen Standard Investments Luxembourg S.A. 35a, Avenue J.F. Kennedy, L-1855
Luxembourg. No. 120637. Authorised in Luxembourg and regulated by CSSF.
Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, and Spain and
Sweden: Issued by Aberdeen Standard Investments Luxembourg S.A. 35a, Avenue J.F. Kennedy, L-1855 Luxembourg.
No.B120637. Authorised in Luxembourg and regulated by CSSF.
Switzerland: Issued by Aberdeen Standard Investments (Switzerland) AG. Registered in Switzerland (CHE-114.943.983)
at Schweizergasse 14, 8001 Zürich.

For more information visit abrdn.com
GB-061021-158613-3
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